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WHY DID YOU BECOME A DENTIST
I witnessed the transformation of a young
woman through cosmetic dentistry BEST

ADVICE YOU’VE RECEIVED Be authentic
WHAT FASCINATES YOU MOST ABOUT
THE HUMAN BODY The smile, which is
the total center of expression WHAT

LIFESTYLE CHANGE COULD MOST
BENEFIT OUR HEALTH Good nutrition

transforming smiles
Dr. Amanda Canto has dedicated her life’s work to delivering great smiles, especially when
it comes to full mouth restorations. “I believe that the smile is the total center of expression
and most important source for communication,” she says.

and introspection ALTERNATIVE OCCU-

PATION Life coach or photographer
HOBBIES SCUBA diving, cycling PLACE
YOU GO TO ESCAPE THE OFFICE The
spa FRAMED PHOTO ON YOUR DESK

According to Dr. Canto, her cosmetic-oriented dental practice is
distinctive because it strikes the right balance between her extensive experience in delivering artistic dentistry and her strong
commitment to good communication. “The most important thing

My two daughters

about choosing a cosmetic dentist is not only that patients feel
confident in and comfortable with the dentist’s training,” she
explains, “but also that they feel a solid connection with the
dentist.” Over the years, Dr. Canto says she has been able to
transform peoples’ attitude toward going to the dentist. “Building
relationships and trust is one of the most important things we do
here,” she says.

Dr. Canto and her staff believe it is essential to listen to their
patients and understand their needs and desires. Based in an
elegant, modern office building, the staff works to educate
patients, taking an active roll in their treatment. “Together as a
Dr. Amanda Canto has a real passion for COMBINING ARTISTRY WITH DENTISTRY. She says that when
patients are considering a dentist for a smile makeover, “they should approach the experience as if they are
hiring a fine artist to paint the most important portrait of their life.” Dr. Canto says that whether she is working on a tooth-colored filling, or whitening discolored or yellowed teeth, or correcting worn or cracked teeth
with porcelain veneers, she makes sure not only that the teeth and gums are as healthy as possible, but also

is an emotional thing for us and for the patient. We over-deliver and spend the quality time needed to make
sure that all of OUR SMILE ‘PORTRAITS’ ARE AS BEAUTIFUL AS POSSIBLE.”

team, we can accomplish the smile patients would like plus give
them so much more,” says Dr. Canto. “Patients may come here
for composite bonding, deep bleaching or to be fitted for porcelain

AFFILIATIONS
American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry
American Dental Association
Academy of Laser Dentistry
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Crowns
Full-Mouth Restoration
Smile Makeovers
Veneers
LOCATION
Houston, Texas

veneers, but they leave with a whole different view of themselves.
The best part of our job is seeing how people find a new sense of
confidence and well-being when they have a beautiful smile.”
713-622-1977 or newbeauty.com/canto.

“A good cosmetic dentist
extracts the essence of who
you are and translates
that into your smile.”
—AMANDA CANTO, DDS
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that they are as aesthetically pleasing as possible. “Dentistry, and particularly FULL MOUTH RESTORATION,
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